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What brought me here?

¤ Canadian Securities Course: 1988 & 2016

¤ Economist/Research Director at TD for 13 years

BA (UWO) & MA (Queen’s) in Economics

¤ Teacher/Math tutor for >10 years

Masters of Education (OISE)

¤ Investing Instructor at U of T SCS for 5 years
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TFSAs are for ALL ages

Tax-Free Savings Accounts (TFSAs) are 
actually investing accounts for all ages

¤ Young/beginner investors 

¤ Mid-career investors

¤ Retired investors

How many Canadians have TFSAs?
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TFSAs: What we will cover

¤What does “tax-free” mean?

¤TFSA or RRSP? 

¤What can you hold in your TFSA?

¤Easy ways to start up your TFSA 
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Registered vs Non-Registered

Registered (Tax-sheltered) 
Accounts:

¤ You get some tax breaks

¤ There are limits on 
contributions

¤ Registered accounts 
include: Tax-Free Savings 
Accounts, Registered 
Retirement Savings Plans, 
Registered Education 
Savings Plans, etc.

Non-Registered 
Accounts:

¤ No tax breaks

¤ You can contribute 
any amount

¤ You pay taxes on all 
earnings: interest, 
dividends and capital 
gains.
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TFSA = no taxes ever

¤Money into TFSA is after-tax

¤You pay no tax on returns within TFSA

¤ You pay no tax when you withdraw funds

¤ All the money in your TFSA is yours

¤ Less tax paid = more money left for you
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Tax-Free Savings Accounts (TFSAs)

¤ TFSA can be opened by Canadians 18+

¤ Annual contribution limit is $6,000 in 2021

¤ Unused room carries forward to future years. 
Cumulative contribution room since 2009 is $75,500

¤ Monies can be withdrawn and re-contributed in future 
years – no tax implications

¤ You can hold stocks, bonds, GICs, savings accounts, 
mutual funds and ETFs in your TFSA = same as in RRSP
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$120,000 

$245,973 

$120,000 

$219,531 

Contributions What you end up with

Scenario: Contributing $6,000 each year 
for 20 years Earning 7% returns per year

TFSA Non-Registered
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Which one? TFSA or RRSP?

¤ TFSA is better as an all-purpose investing account

¤ TFSAs are more flexible than RRSPs

¤ When young or when income is low, contribute to 
TFSA instead of RRSP and vice-versa

¤ If your income tax rates stay the same over time, 
after-tax returns on TFSA and RRSP are the same

¤ How do Canadians use TFSAs and RRSPs?
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RRSPs
Hold cash/GICs, 
bonds, stocks, 

mutual funds, ETFs

Tax deduction for 
contributions

Investments not 
taxed inside plan

All withdrawals 
taxed as income

TFSAs
Hold cash/GICs, 
bonds, stocks, 

mutual funds, ETFs

No tax deduction 
for contributions

Investments not 
taxed inside plan*

No tax on 
withdrawals

*Foreign dividends subject to tax
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Investing: 3 Major Asset Classes

CASH: Savings accounts, Guaranteed Investment 

Certificates, high-interest savings accounts

BONDS/FIXED INCOME: Government or Corporate 

Bonds, Preferred Shares, Bond Funds (mutual funds or 

exchange-traded funds (ETFs))

STOCKS: Common shares in companies, Equity funds 

(mutual funds or exchange-traded funds (ETFs))
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What is a stock?
¤ Ownership of a part of 

a company

¤ Company may pay 
dividends to 
stockholders

¤ When company does 
well, price of stock 
goes up & vice versa

¤ Stock price can move 
up or down 
dramatically

What is a bond?
¤ A bond is a loan to a 

company in return for 
coupon (interest) 
payments.

¤ If you hold bonds in a 
fund, the value rises 
when interest rates fall 
and vice versa

¤ Investors hold bonds as 
a source of income
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Expected Return vs Expected Risk
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GICs/Cash

Stocks

Bonds/Fixed 
Income

Higher 
Risk

Higher
Return



Risk/Return Tradeoff

¤ If you want higher investment returns, you 
have to take on more risk (more stocks)

¤ Investors seek the right balance between risk 
& return

¤Dilemma: it’s hard to know how you will feel 
until you experience investment losses

¤Savers shouldn’t take risks
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What is a market index?

¤ Index = a statistical measure representing the market 
or parts of the market (benchmark)

¤ S&P/TSX Index has about 250 stocks and covers 95% of 
Toronto Stock Exchange

¤ S&P 500 Index has top 500 stocks on the New York 
Stock Exchange (NYSE)

¤ Index mutual funds and index exchange-traded funds 
(ETFs) hold stocks that match the market indexes

¤ Index picks the winners for you!
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U.S. Stock Market Index

Shaded areas 
represent 
recessions

Source: www.macrotrends.net

S&P 500 Index
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Different Investors = Different Portfolios
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Aggressive Growth:
= 100% stocks

Expected
Return

Expected Risk

Safety:
No risk = holding cash/GICs

Conservative
= 70/30 bonds/stocks

Growth:
= 30/70 bonds/stocks

Balanced:
= 50/50 bonds/stocks
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Which portfolio did the best? 

1.7%

5.6%
6.6%

7.5%
8.9%

Inflation Conservative
(70/30)

Balanced
(50/50)

Growth
(30/70)

Aggressive
growth
(0/100)

CAGR: Annual growth rate over 
the past 5 years: 2015-2020

Source: PWL Capital Model Portfolios  18



Investing in Mutual Funds vs. ETFs

¤ Mutual Fund – set of stocks/bonds that are 
managed as a fund, sold to investors. Most mutual 
funds are actively managed.

¤ Exchange Traded Funds (ETFS) – a structured 
product that mimics the performance of an index 
or a set of stocks/bonds. Most ETFs are index funds. 
ETF providers: RBC iShares, Vanguard, BMO, etc.

¤ Management Expense Ratio (MER) – Annual fees for 
investing. For mutual funds, MERs are typically 2% or 
more of assets per year, compared to typical MERs 
of ETFs of 0.05% to 0.5%. 
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Where/how to open a TFSA?

qRobo-advisor
q Index investing with ETFs, MERs of <1%
q Very easy to set up, automate

qBank or investment firm 
qEasy to set up, automate
qActive mutual funds with MERs of >2%

qDiscount broker
qRequires work to set up, manage account
qCould save money on fees
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• Easy to set up index investing
• Low cost: <1%, or a fixed fee
• Answer questions to determine type of portfolio
• Can automate contributions, no commissions
• Automatic rebalancing
• Robos: Wealthsimple, Justwealth, etc.
• Moneysense guide to robo-advisors: 

https://www.moneysense.ca/save/investing/best-robo-
advisors-in-canada/

Easiest low-cost option:
Robo-advisor
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For new and/or nervous investors

¤Start with a robo-advisor (takes 10 minutes)

¤ Invest a small amount ($100)

¤Check on your progress and emotions

¤Adjust asset allocation if needed

¤When you are comfortable with your asset 
allocation, add more to your robo account
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TFSAs are for ALL ages

¤Young investors at low tax rates: TFSAs are 
preferred over RRSPs, and are more flexible

¤Mid-career investors: TFSA funds can be 
taken out without tax implications and 
recontributed in future years

¤Retirees: TFSA contributions can be made 
in retirement. Withdrawals from TFSA don’t 
affect Old Age Security benefits
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TFSAs: Goals matter

¤ For goals (i.e., buying a house) within 5 years:
¤ Zero-risk investments in TFSA: Cash/GICs
¤ Robo-advisors offer high-interest rate accounts

¤ For goals 5-10 years away:
¤ Balanced approach to achieve growth
¤ Consider investing more in bonds/GICs than stocks

¤ If you need the money 20+ years from now:
¤ Typically looking for maximum growth
¤ Consider investing more in stocks than bonds
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Key takeaways

¤Start investing in your TFSA

¤ If you have maxed out your TFSA, contribute 
to RRSP

¤Get your asset allocation right:
¤Investors (5+ years) = more in stocks
¤More cautious investors = less in stocks

¤ Investments should bring you peace of mind
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For more information…

¤ Canadian tax, pension, TFSA, RRSP information: 
https://www.canada.ca/en/services/finance/pensions.html

¤ Money & investing : http://www.getsmarteraboutmoney.ca/

¤ Moneysense: https://www.moneysense.ca

¤ Calculate your taxes owing: https://simpletax.ca/calculator

¤ Look up stocks & ETFs:
¤ https://ca.finance.yahoo.com
¤ www.tmxmoney.com

¤ Download this presentation & complete resources list:
¤ www.tericourchene.com
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Happy Investing!
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